We forniulate recursive characterizations of the class of elementary functions and the class of functions computable in polynomial space that do not require any explicit bounded acheme. More specifically, we use functions where the input variables can occur in different kinds of positions -normal and safe -in the vein of the Bellantoni and Cook's characterization of the polytime funetiona.
Introduction
This paper is concemed with two well-known sub-recursive classes. Firstly, the class E of elementary functions, introduced by Kalmar. (1943) [91 aud Csilag (1947) [6] , and which can also be described as the class of the functions computable in iterated exponential time. Secondly, the class Pspace of funeticus computable in polynomial space: see, for instance, [1] for a more detailed characterization.
The usual inductive formulations of e and Pspace use explicit boundat schemes; here our proposal is to establish characterizatinus without any explicit bounded scheme. In order to accomplish this we use the techuiques that Bellantoni employed to get a similar resnlt for the class of functions computable lii linear time and for the class of fnnctions computable in polynamial time, [31 or [4] (recently and independently, Bellantoni announced in [41 a similar characterization for the elementary functions).
In the next section we are going to work in numeric notation, i.e., we will be talking about functions defined in cartesian praducts of w and assuming values in w. However, when studying the class Pspace, it 18 convenient to abandon the mnneric notation and adopt, instead, the binar>' notation. Therefore, we will work with functions defined in cartesian product of {0, 1} and assuming values in {0, 1}, where jO, 1} is the set of 0-1 words. This change of notation is not mandator>'. In fact, we could rewrite all this work in numerical notation, although -in our opinion -the binar>' notation is more adequate to express simultaneously the recursion on x aud the recursion on the length of x. The reasons Lar which we made this change of notaticus wil become more clear along the work. 2 Characterizations of E
Classic characterization
We use a characterization of the elementary functions which can be easily deduced from tbe characterization given in [10] .The class E of the elementar>' functions is the smallest class of functions containing the Projection functions, the Zero and Successor functions and which is closed under ordinar>' composition f(~) = h(~(~))' and the following scheme:
Bounded primitive recursion f(0,~)= f(y',~) = where i is a bounding function and = min{u, v} is the truncation function. Throughout this section, we mean by a bounding function a function in r, where T is the smallest class of functions, closed under composition, that includes the projection functions and the sum, product aud exponential functions.
'Wc adopt the standard notatioir~for a n-tuple of variables and~for a k-tuple of n-ary functions.
It can be proved, by induction on the complexity of f, that if 1 E E then there exists bf E T such that Wf(~) =b 1(~), Le., the "size" of the £ functions is dominated by the "size" of functions in T. To obtain this conclusion it 15 essential the presence of the truncate at the 7' functions in the boanded primitive recursion scheme (otherwise, would obtain all the primitive recursive funetinus). Observe that the bounding functions are monotone. We will use this fact several times.
A new characterization
Following ideas of Bellantoni and Cook, [21or [3] , the functions iii E wil have a "normaí" input and a "safe" input. We separate the two kinds of inputs by a semicolon, putting the normal ones in the left and the safe ones iii the right.
The class E is the smallest class of functions containing the following initial functions 1' -6' which is closed imder the schemes of safe composition and safe recursion:
In the safe composition scheme the absence of some the functions f, i is allowed. ALí initial functions can be contructed into E, if we ignore tlie different kinds of variables. The asymmetry of the safe composition scheme allows us "to change" variables from safe positions to normal positions, but not the opposite. This means that II f(~, tu; z, a) E E then tu, z;~) e E but, in general, we cannot sa>' that if i(t tu; z, a) E E then f(~i; tu, z, a) E E. Also remark that in the safe recursion scheme, tbe recursion is done on a variable in a normal position and the recursive value f(z,~; 17) is substituted into a safe position of h. Finally, note that oní>' the safe recursion seheme enables us to introductive into E functions that grow "substantially" faster than the functions involved in their deflnitions. For example, we can construct the sum based on successor -sum(O;r) = x, snm(y';x) = S(;sum(y;x)) -or the product basal on sum -prod(O, x;) = O, prod(y', x;) sum(x;prod(y, x;)) -but we cannot define something growing "substantialí>"' faster tban prod basal on it. More generall>', functions without safe inputs do not produce great increasings because, as we have airead>' pointed out, in the safe recursion scheme the recursive value is placed into a safe position;
hence, tbe strength of the safe recursion seheme is lost iL h is a function without variables in safe positions. If we return to the aforementioned examples, it will become clear that the special constraints of safe recursion prevent us from defining sum(; x, y), and without it e can not define prod(y; x). Therefore, by safe recursion, we are only able to define prod(y, x;) and the asynnnetry of safe composition does not allow us to change any variable from a normal position to a safe one. The basic idea is that each time we use safe recursion in an essential way we increase the complexity but we lose a safe position forever. When no safe position is available we can no longer "increase the growth" of the class. Therefore, to evaluate how far we can go into this class we just have to pick the most powerful initial function and apply repeatedly safe recursion. In this case we obtain f(z;) = 2~by safe recursion based on the function D, which is the "strongest" initial funetion of E. Since f does not have safe inputs, we are airead>' at the top, i.e., no function ni E grows "substantially" faster than 2~. At this point it 18 clear that if if 67' then there exists r E E such that Vir(~) =tjr(±).
Next, our purpose is to show that the class E aboye coincides with 8, in the sense that the elementar>' fu.nctions are exactí>' those functions of E which only have normal inputs.
E "cantain8" dic class E
In order to prove that E contains £ we need the following lemma: Hence, using the induction h>'pothesis f(z,w;y4) = we get as we wanted.
f(I)
=H(tu; Y(z, tu; y), i, f(z, tu; y,~)) = H(w; Y(z, tu; y),~, f(Y(z, tu; y), i)) - h(Y(z, u'; y),~, f(Y(z, u'; y),~)).
It is easy to see that

u
The inclusion we want to establish 15 readil>' deduced from the previous leinma.
Praof. Let f(ñ) be in E. E and t1 satisf>ring (*) are given b>' the previous lenima. We have airead>' observed that there exists r E E s.t. We saw that E is inclusive enough to contain all elementar>' functions. Now, we must see that it onl>' contains the elementar>' functions. Firstly, we prove an important lemma, which enables us to bound each function in E b>' sorne funetion in 7'. 
Characterizations of Pspace
As we have airead>' remarked, in this section we effect a change of notation to binar>' notation. Therefore we will have in our mmd the binar>' tree and ah standard notation related with it: x for the length of the sequence/word X, E for the sequence of length zero, zy for the concatenation of the sequence x with the sequence y, the "product" x x y = z. x (similar in growth to Samuel Buss' smash function, see ¡51) for the concatenation of x with itself ¡ y ¡ times, aud z'for the sequence that fohlows unrnediatel>' after x when we consider the binar>' tree ordered according to length aud, within the same length, lexicographically. Finally,x¡~= {~f orthe truncature of z to y, where z C x abbreviates By zy = z.
Classic characterization
It is known that Ptñne (the class of functions computable in polynomial time) is the smallest class of functions containing the Projection, i-Concatenation and Conditional functions, and that it is closed under the composition and bounded recursion on notation schemes (see [7] or [8] ). It is also known that if we close Ptime under bounded primitive recursion we will get Pspace. This is the case because the number of steps that a Pspace machine ma>' carr>' is exponential on the length of the input. In other words, Pspace is the smallest class of functions containing the initial functions 1-3 and that is closed under the composition, bounded recursion on notation and bounded primitive recursion: (2) f(yi4) = hí(y,tf(y,~))¡t(~±), i = 0,1 where t is a bounding function, i.e., is a funetion of the smallest class of functions containing the projection functions and the concatenation and "product" functions and which is closed under composition and assignment of values to variables.
It is cas>' to prove that the bounding functions are monotone and that for all f E Pspace there exists a polynomial, py (with coefflcients in ¡TV), such that 1 f@) 1=pí(I~1).
A new characterization
We are going to consider a class of functions, Ps, where the input variables can, once more, occur in two kinds of positions: "normal" and "safe". As we <Ud before we will rite the normal and safe inputs in tbk arder and separate them using a semicolon as follows: f(~; 17). We sa>'
that Ps in the smallest class of functions containing the initial fnnctions 7' aud which is closed under the safe composition, the safe recursion and the sale recursion on notation schemes: To prove that Pspace=Ps we are going to foflow, almost step b>' step, the reasoning used in the precedent section. 1ff is defined b>' the safe composition scheme, then we have q¡~, qn Qa satisfying (**) and, therefore, we ma>' take, Remarks. Sorne people expressed their concern about our inclusion of the product funetion amongst the initial functions of Fe. The>' would prefer te have ¿nl>' initial functions of linear growth. We observed in subsection 3.1.1 that WC must be ver>' careful about operations involving safe positions because -having safe recursion involving safe position -if the>' increase the safe input lengths even just a bit, we would get functions of exponential growth, whicb líe outside Pspace. Therefore, in order to remove the product from the initial functions we seem to have to introduce an intermediate input pasition, Sa>' semi-safe, and use it to construct the product. Therefore, if we start with sixnpler initial functions We will arrive at a more elaborate characterization. Let us give a brief glance over tbis alternative characterization of Pspace. Here, there are three kinds of input positions in the ftmctions: "normal", "semí-safe" aud "safe". We Write the normal, senil-safe aud safe inputs b>' this order and separate them b>' semicolons. We sa>' that Ps' is the smallést class of functions cantaining the follovñng initial functions 1' -7' and Which is closed under the safe composition, the safe recursion and the deuble recursion en notation schemes: 1') P;~"~'(xi,... 
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